
Voice Onset Time + 
Voice Quality + Stop Acoustics



Aerodynamics
• Recall that:

• voiced fricatives are more difficult to produce than 
voiceless fricatives.

• Likewise:

• voiced stops are more difficult to produce than 
voiceless stops.

• Why?

• Voicing requires a pressure drop across the glottis.

• Þ Pressure below > Pressure above

• Airflow into the mouth, behind a stop closure, 
inherently increases the air pressure above the glottis…



Timing
• So: stop voicing is inherently unsustainable.

• Þ The voiced/voiceless distinction in stops often 
takes a different form:

• = unaspirated vs. aspirated

• An aspirated stop has the following timing:

1. Stop closure is made

2. Airflow builds up pressure behind closure 

3. Closure is released (with a “burst”)

4. Air flows unimpeded through glottis (“aspiration” = [h])

5. Vocal folds close; voicing begins



Aspiration in Quechua

• Acoustically, this distinction translates to:

• longer duration of aspiration (aspirated)

• shorter duration of aspiration (voiceless/unaspirated)



Quechua: Aspirated

release burst aspiration voicing (vowel)

In this example, the aspiration lasts for ~ 135 ms



Quechua: Unaspirated

release burst
aspiration voicing (vowel)

In this example, the aspiration lasts for ~ 35 ms



An Unvoiced Stop: [pøth]

release burst
voicing (vowel)

• Dutch, on the other hand, contrasts between truly voiced 
and unvoiced stops in syllable onset position.

Here, vowel voicing 
begins ~ 7 ms after the 
release burst.



A Voiced Stop: [byth]
release burst

voicing (vowel)voicing (closure)
In this case, voicing 
begins 85 ms before the 
release burst.



Voice Onset Time
• Some languages contrast between voiced and unvoiced 
stops;

• others contrast between aspirated and unaspirated 
stops..

• Lisker & Abramson (1964) collapsed the two distinctions 
onto one continuum, defined by Voice Onset Time (VOT)

• = the length of time between the release of a stop 
closure and the onset of voicing.

• For aspirated stops--voicing begins after the release, so:

• VOT » 50 - 150 milliseconds



Voice Onset Time
• Voice Onset Time (VOT) = the length of time between 
the release of a stop closure and the onset of voicing.

• For unaspirated stops--voicing begins at the release, so:

• VOT » 0 - 20 milliseconds

• For voiced stops--voicing begins before the release, so:

• VOT < 0 milliseconds

(VOT can be negative)

• This enabled Lisker & Abramson to easily account for the 
three-way voicing distinctions found in languages like 
Thai…



Thai Stops



[ba]

[pa]



English Stop Contrasts
1. In onset position:

• /p/ is voiceless aspirated

• /b/ is voiceless unaspirated

2. In medial position (between voiced segments):

• /p/ is voiceless unaspirated

• /b/ is voiced

3. After /s/, in the same syllable:

• only voiceless unaspirated stops (no contrast)



Beak, Peak, Speak



Rabid vs. Rapid



English Stop Contrasts
4.   In syllable-final position:

• vowels preceding /p/ are short

• vowels preceding /b/ are longer

• /p/ closure tends to be longer than /b/ closure

• Moral of the story:

• Phonological voiced vs. voiceless contrast in English 
is abstract

• It has different phonetic manifestations in different 
contexts.

• Lisker & Abramson suggested describing the contrast 
as “fortis” vs. “lenis”, rather than “voiced” vs. “voiceless”.



By the way…
• There is no a priori reason why stops can’t be pre-
aspirated.

• In fact, Icelandic does this all the time:



More Icelandica
• Lots of languages devoice obstruents in final position…

• Icelandic devoices sonorants, too.



Complication #1
• Fricatives and affricates may also be aspirated

• In these cases, VOT must be calculated beginning 
from the offset of sibilance.



[tʂa]

[tʂha]



Tree vs. Chree
• Check ‘em out in Praat



“Voicing” in Affricates
• By the way, the phonetic difference between voiced 
and voiceless affricates is mostly found in duration (in 
English, at least)

affrication 
= 125 ms

affrication 
= 62 ms

• What happens when we switch their durations?



Phour-Way Phonation
• Another problem with the VOT analysis is that it cannot 
straightforwardly account for the four-way voicing 
distinctions found in languages like Hindi.

• These languages distinguish between (breathy) voiced 
aspirated and voiceless aspirated stops and affricates.



[phal]

[bɦal]



Hindi

Bengali

[dhol]

voiced + 
breathy 
aspirated

voiced + 
aspirated

[bɦal]



Zhu|hoasi Stop Contrasts

• Zhu|hoasi is spoken in northern Namibia.



Syllable-Final
• Syllable-final obstruents may also be distinguished by 
aspiration.

• In this case, voicing does not necessarily resume after 
aspiration

Examples 
from 
Armenian



Syllable-Final Spectrograms
release burst aspiration



Practical Point: Pop Filters
• When recording speech digitally, the airflow of aspiration 
can cause “pops” to appear in the recording.

• A result of clipping the waveform

• If you have some extra cash, this problem can be solved 
by placing a pop filter in front of the microphone.

• Otherwise, make sure the microphone is not directly in 
front of the speaker’s lips.



Voice Quality
• Note that there are three primary types of vocal fold 

vibration:

1. modal

• vocal folds lightly adducted; flow of air causes 
periodic opening and closing of folds (“trilling”)

2. breathy

• vocal folds slightly apart; flow of air makes folds 
“wave” in the wind

3. creaky

• vocal folds tensely adducted; low airflow causes 
irregular, low frequency voicing



breathy

[ ]

creaky

[ ]



Modal to Creaky

[ ]



Voice Quality Movies

Source: 
http://www.ling.mq.edu.au/speech/physiology/movies/fibrescope/index.html



Contrasts
• Gujarati contrasts breathy voiced vowels with modal 
voiced vowels:

• Jalapa Mazatec has a three-way contrast between 
modal, breathy and creaky voiced vowels:



Stop Acoustics



Stop Acoustics Overview
• Stages of Stop Production

1. Closing

2. Closure

3. Release

4. Opening

• Acoustic Cues for Place of Articulation

1. Formant transition out of vowel

2. Closure voicing {or nothing}

3. Release burst

4. Formant transition into vowel



Release Bursts
• The acoustic characteristics of a stop release burst tend to resemble those 
of a fricative made at the same place of articulation. 

• Ex: labial release bursts have a very diffuse spectrum, just like bilabial and 
labio-dental fricatives.

[p] burst



Release Bursts: [t]
• Alveolar release bursts tend to lack acoustic energy at the bottom of the 
spectrum. 

• To some extent, higher frequency components are more intense.

[t] burst



Release Bursts: [k]
• Velar release bursts are relatively intense. 

• They also often have a strong concentration of energy in the 1500-2000 Hz 
range (F2/F3). 

• There can often be multiple [k] release bursts.

[k] burst



Closure Voicing
• During the stop closure phase, only low frequency information escapes from 
the vocal tract (for voiced stops) 

• “voicing bar” in spectrogram 

• analogy: loud music from the next apartment

Armenian: 

[bag]

• This acoustic information provides hardly any cues to place of 
articulation.



[bag] vs. [bak]
• From Armenian (another language from the Caucasus)

[bag] [bak]



Formant Transitions
• The resonant frequencies of the vocal tract change as 
stop gestures enter or exit the closure phase.

• Ex: Formant frequencies usually decrease in making the 
transition from bilabial stop to vowel (or vice versa)



Formant Transitions: alveolars
• For other places of articulation, the type of formant 
transition that appears is more complex.

• From front vowels into alveolars, F2 tends to slope 
downward.

• From back vowels into alveolars, F2 tends to slope 
upwards.



[hid]

[hæd]

[hɪd]

[hɛd]



[hɑd] [hɒd]

[hʊd
]

[hud]



Formant Locus
• Whether in a front vowel or back vowel context...

• The formant transitions for alveolars tend to point to 
the same frequency value. (» 1650-1700 Hz)

• This (apparent) frequency value is known as the locus of 
the formant transition.

• According to one theory of perception...

• the locus frequency can be used by listeners to 
reliably identify place of articulation.



Velar Transitions
• Velar formant transitions do not always have a reliable 
locus frequency for F2.

• Velars exhibit a lot of coarticulation with neighboring 
vowels.

• Fronter (more palatal) next to front vowels

• Locus is high: »1950-2000 Hz

• Backer (more velar) next to back vowels

• Locus is lower: < 1500 Hz

• F2 and F3 often come together in velar transitions

• “Velar Pinch”



The Velar Pinch

[bag] [bak]



[ə bæb] [ə dæd]

[ə gæg]



Fricative Transitions
• You get transition cues for fricatives at different places of 
articulation, too.

[ʃa͡ɪ]



• American [θ] :

tongue tip 
between teeth

• British  [θ] :

tongue tip behind 
upper teeth

• [θ] has a little bit 
of a transition cue

[θ] Transitions



[f] = [θ]?

• In some dialects of English, [θ] may be replaced by [f].

• [wɪθ] ~ [wɪf] “with”

• [ma͡ʊθ] ~ [ma͡ʊf] “mouth”
• Stephen Fry transcription

• May be distinguished visually: check out the clips.

• Labio-dental and interdental fricatives are the most 
confusable consonants in English.


